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Garson & Shaw, LLC is committed to the safety of all persons affected by the global pandemic 

caused by COVID-19. The purpose of this letter is to inform our customers that we are following all U.S. CDC 
guidelines concerning the prevention and spreading of the virus as well as promoting proper use of 
personal protective equipment. Garson & Shaw, LLC is taking proactive steps to keep our employees, 
suppliers, customers and freight partners safe. Our suppliers are taking additional precautions in the 
collection and processing of used clothing by wearing personal protective equipment, minimizing the 
number of personnel in workspaces, and social distancing a minimum of 6 feet (1.8288 meters). 

Numerous studies including those published in the New England Journal of Medicine 
(https://www.nejm.org/doi/full/10.1056/NEJMc2004973) states that even though the virus may be 
detectable on hard, non-porous surfaces like plastics and metals for hours and potentially up to 2 or 3 days, 
it is far less likely to survive on soft, porous surfaces like textiles including rugs, carpets and clothing, new or 
used. What’s more, although the virus might be able to live on a surface for hours or days, that doesn’t 
mean it remains infectious that entire time. It is possible for a virus to be detectable but no longer 
infectious. The suggested maximum timetable for virus viability of 3 days elapses before the container 
arrives at destination for all containers shipped by Garson & Shaw. In addition to the evidence provided 
that the virus does not survive past 3 days, the products we sell also have not been documented to 
transmit the virus. Transmission of coronavirus occurs much more commonly through respiratory droplets.  

Furthermore, the U.S. CDC also has withheld restrictions on the importation of any materials and 
goods: “Currently there is no evidence to support transmission of COVID-19 associated with imported goods 
and there have not been any cases of COVID-19 in the United States associated with imported goods”. 
(https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/prevent-getting-sick/cleaning-disinfection.html)  

It is important for our customers be aware of the facts, research, and guidelines being published in 
the country in which their containers are originating. We encourage our customers to share this 
information with anyone having reservations regarding the safety of the importation of Second Hand 
goods, citing the risk of Covid-19 transmission. Please share this information with your agents and Customs 
officials to assist the importation process. 
 
 
 
With best regards, 
Lisa Jepsen 
CEO 
Garson & Shaw LLC. 
 


